
Minecraft Multiplayer Servers: The Most Popular
 

Minecraft is one in all the most popular video games in the world, and it just retains getting

higher with each update. It’s the last word sandbox experience the place every thing is left as

much as you, the player. That being mentioned, players generally get uninterested in the

same Minecraft solo expertise and search for something different.
 

Related: Problems Only Players Will Minecraft Servers Perceive
 

In Minecraft, there are some relatable things every player does and one of those issues is to

join a multiplayer server. There are plenty of great multiplayer servers for every type of Pc

Minecraft participant out there. Whether it’s a group-based recreation mode or a solo

adventure, these are some of one of the best multiplayer servers out there right now.
 

10 Mineplex (IP: us.mineplex.com or pe.mineplex.com)
 

Mineplex is the most important Minecraft server in existence right now. Just about each

game mode you possibly can think of is playable in the Mineplex server. If you’re involved

about the inhabitants of this server, you shouldn’t be because there are sometimes

thousands of gamers on at once during peak hours.
 

The preferred game on Mineplex could be Minekart, which is basically a Minecraft version of

Mario Kart. It’s a very nicely-designed sport mode with nice controls, so it’s undoubtedly

worth playing if you get the possibility.
 

9 Brawl (IP: brawl.com)
 

If you’re tired of the primary-individual shooters in your life and need one thing somewhat

completely different, check out the Brawl server. There are 5 completely different sport

modes to play on the server: Capture The Flag, Minecraft Construct, Party Deluxe, Raid, and

MC WarZ.
 

Seize The Flag is your typical game of CTF, however with much more sword preventing than

capturing. Minecraft Build is the place you can create your own private world. Occasion

Deluxe is the Brawl version of Mario Get together. Raid and MC WarZ are each survival

recreation modes the place you may kind alliances or play as a lone wolf. Total, it’s

considered one of the better Minecraft servers.
 

8 PokeSaga (IP: play.pokesaga.org)
 

Minecraft and Pokemon are two of the preferred video games on the market, so it was solely

a matter of time until gamers constructed a Minecraft server combining the two. The

PokeSaga server is the better of both worlds. You’ll need the Pixelmon mod to play on this

server and simply be aware that some quality-of-life mods may cause issues when taking

part in on this server.



 

Associated: Minecraft Mods That every Pokemon Fan Has To Try
 

Each player starts off at the identical spot in PokeSaga and is able to catch, train, and battle

Pokemon from the get-go. It follows the everyday progression of the Pokemon games the

place you need to problem gym leaders and earn badges to advance to the following space.
 

7 Grand Theft Minecart (IP: mcsl.gtm.community)
 

Grand Theft Auto and Minecraft is the mash-up we never thought would occur until Grand

Theft Minecart was released. After all, this server goes to be rather more violent than

something you’d normally discover in vanilla Minecraft, but it’s nonetheless an excellent time

regardless.
 

You’re put right into a replica of Los Santos where there are basically no guidelines. You may

do whatever you want and earn cash however you want. Generally, you’re just getting shot

down left, right and heart, but when you possibly can really survive, it’s pure entertainment.
 

6 Minescape (IP: play.gameslabs.internet)
 

Runescape is a sport that’s expensive to the hearts of a lot of players, especially with regards

to old-college Runescape particularly. Many of us spent a lot time in entrance of our PCs

grinding the game, and now you can do the identical in Minescape.
 

Minescape is among the best Minecraft worlds ever built. It completely nails the fantasy

setting and has all of the features that made Runescape such an excellent recreation. The

server features the identical locations, mobs, and expertise as the original game. If you wish

to relive Runescape, you can do it by Minescape in Minecraft.
 

5 Piratecraft (IP: mc.piratemc.com)
 

If you happen to ever needed to sail the seven seas in Minecraft, now you may in the

Piratecraft server. The issue with the ships you construct in common Minecraft is that they

don’t transfer. They look great, but they can’t propel themselves forwards. In Screamyguy's

blog , your ships can really transfer and even attack every others with cannons and different

weapons.
 

You possibly can customized-construct ships in Piratecraft to create a vessel that really

stands out from the gang. From there, you possibly can enter your ship in competitions to

earn some treasures. If you’re a fan of Sea of Thieves, then Piratecraft is ideal for you.
 

Four Minewind (IP: server.minewind.com)
 

If you’re on the lookout for a approach to make survival mode more challenging, then you’re

going to need to try Minewind. Minewind isn’t for the faint of heart. You’ll want to keep your

https://www.screamyguy.net/
https://www.screamyguy.net/


head on a swivel to outlive on this server as there are primarily no guidelines.
 

Associated: Minecraft: The best Biomes In Survival Mode
 

The sport is arrange as a survival server with MMO elements, but the lack of any actual

guidelines leads to loads of player-killing, lies, and deceit. If you need the darkest and most

gritty Minecraft expertise possible, Minewind will be certainly one of your favorite servers.
 

3 The Hive (IP: play.hivemc.com)
 

Formerly often known as HiveMC, The Hive is one other huge Minecraft server composed of

many recreation types. Their community is without doubt one of the friendliest in Minecraft,

and they’re at all times open to suggestions about new mini-games to add.
 

Considered one of the most popular game modes in the Hive is disguise-and-search, the

well-known children’s game. Primarily, you’re given a restricted amount of time to discover a

hiding spot and, once you’ve discovered it, you mix in by turning into one of the encircling

blocks. It’s a mix of prop hunt and disguise-and-search.
 

2 Hypixel (IP: mc.hypixel.internet)
 

Hypixel is a server with a high population and tons of recreation modes. You have the basic

cops and robbers as well as duels and even a homicide mystery game. These are all nice

choices, but there's one game mode that’s performed a lot greater than the rest.
 

The Hypixel is the place you’ll discover the basic skyblock survival sport mode. It’s

considered one of the primary survival mods ever created. On this mode, you start off on a

small block in the sky with nothing however the materials in a chest and in your skyblock. It’s

as much as you to make your option to other skyblocks and find better supplies.
 

1 Manacube (IP: play.manacube.com)
 

Manacube is an excellent selection for those who don’t want to spend money in-sport. There

are very minimal pay-to-win components with Manacube, making it a preferred choice. Plenty

of players choose Manacube for its superb skyblock servers, but it surely has plenty of

different recreation modes as properly.
 

In one in all their survival game modes, you begin on an island largely submerged in acid and

should discover a manner to survive. They also have a prison-primarily based recreation

mode the place everyone is given a plot of land to work with that could ultimately be

expanded. There’s a number of content worth trying out in Manacube.


